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A Successful Search for Talent JPSMUN Marches On
By AVINASH SARAF,
sophomore

winning was worth all of the work.
Winning best large delegation as
well was an amazing way to start off
the JPSMUN conference season.”
However, the conference wasn’t
entirely smooth sailing; navigating
the University of Virginia’s
campus proved to be challenging
for many students. Sophomore
Frank Jiang said, “The committees
had their locations changed
quite often, and the campus
itself was very difficult to move
around because it was so large.”
Despite all of the obstacles, the
JPSMUN team ensured VAMUN
was an experience they could never
forget — from the bus ride to the

A MONTH OF preparation, a
seven hour bus ride, and eighty
delegates. Now it all came down
to three days of intense debate at
VAMUN. This past November,
the J.P. Stevens Model United
Nations team visited the University
of Virginia to take part in its first
international conference of the year.
Despite arriving over an hour late,
several intense weeks of research
ensured that JPSMUN delegates
were unfazed by the setback.
Ultimately, the conference turned
out to be a huge success. JPSMUN
won the prestigious
Secretary General’s
Best
Large
Delegation Award,
Seniors Richard Tasik and Judith Berg, acting as Russell and Dug in “Up!” the and our school’s
animated movie, open up the night as the hosts of the annual JPS Got Talent show. delegates
were
badge
—
the
talent
badge.
Finally,
however,
would
do
anything
to
try
recognized
with
By FRANK JIANG, sophomore
stumbling upon a “JPS Got Talent” and keep the two of them together, several individual
AT 7 P.M. on a cold December advertisement, they ran through even going so far as to handcuff awards as well.
night, students returned to J.P. for the halls of the high school finding herself to him and propose double- An
astounding
one of the biggest school events people with various skills and suicide. With humor and drama seven
students
of the year: JPS Got Talent 2010! herding them into the auditorium. intertwined throughout the play, managed to take
Before the show began, senior The show was about to begin. the audience was captivated every home the gavel: the
Ariel Lee greeted everyone with
The judges were introduced: second. Ian later described the coveted symbol of
a stunning rendition of the Ms. Robak, Ms. Petrucelli, Dr. event, saying, “JPS Got Talent was the best delegate
national anthem. Her powerful Geis, and Mr. Cantaloupo. a lot of fun and I had a great time. award.
Among
and melodic voice set the stage However, one judge was to be My partner and I opened the show these exceptional
for an amazing night. Following chosen from a raffle. As the and kept the audience laughing the delegates
were
Ariel, the projector screen rolled numbers were called, junior Nick whole time, making it an awesome s o p h o m o r e s Delegates in the World Trade Organization
down and the audience began Quaglieri ran up to the stage. The experience for my senior year.” Avinash
Saraf, committee debate building trade capacity.
watching a video introducing our mystery judge had been revealed!
Sophomore William Ervin Parth Shingala, Andrew Liou, and hotel to actual debate. “When we
two hosts for the night, Russell
The curtains parted and senior and junior Travail Boone then Kishan Bhatt, juniors Pathik Shah all took a bus down to Virginia, we
(senior Richard Tasik) and Dug Ian Penzel and freshman Sherilyn danced to many songs. Using and Shashwat Chugh, and senior did not know what the weekend
(senior Judith Sarah). The Up- Morse took the stage. The duo fancy footwork and synchronized Naomi Lee. Sophomore Andrew held for us. VAMUN can’t be
themed video showed both acted out a scene in which Ian movements,
they
impressed Liou recalled, “The debate itself summed up in words. Winning
characters venturing to find talent, portrayed a nerd who wanted more the crowd and got everyone was really intense. Everyone in our best large delegation there was
as Russell was only missing one distance from his girlfriend. She, Continued on Page 8 >> committee was really prepared, but priceless. All the members of
JPSMUN felt united as a family.
We’re really close-knit here, and
VAMUN just made us closer,”
chopping
down
Demeter’s
sophomore Parth Shingala said.
By TIFFANY LIN, freshman
sacred tree, sophomore
Now, JPSMUN is preparing
for 2011’s more challenging
FROM THE second the curtains Stephanie Flinton. At one
conferences, starting with the
drew open, Mary Zimmerman’s point, Erysichthon, with
prestigious
Harvard
Model
Metamorphoses — the fall play — knife and fork in hand,
United Nations Conference. After
caught the audience spellbound. actually considers eating
having attended HMUN for the
The cast did an excellent job as his own foot, because
past five years, JPSMUN finally
they portrayed a menagerie of Hunger had taken over him.
But the myths portrayed
made the breakthrough last year
Greek myths and tales through
by grabbing the Outstanding
music, colors, and language. by the talented Theatre
Large Delegation Award — an
The play started out with senior Company were not all
achievement they hope to replicate
Markos Kantilierakis as Midas, so horrific. The story of
or even trump this time around.
a greedy man who is given the Atalanta, whose athletic
Those who attended HMUN
ability to turn everything that he character was played by
were among the best delegates in
touches into gold. Though at first freshman Sherilyn Morse,
portrayed
rather
the world. Winning outstanding
delighted, he soon regrets his wish; was
large delegation against the
he accidentally turns his beloved uniquely; it had no dialogue
daughter, played by freshman whatsoever, but instead Seniors Emily Conklin and Justin Marson potray lovers in the myth most competitive schools on the
Rebecca Phillips, into gold. was told through actions, of Alcyon and Ceyx, a story of two lovers torn apart by the sea. eastern coast was a life-changing
first-class athlete in a footrace, in the story of Pomona and experience for many delegates.
Freshman Rebecca Phillips music, and golden apples.
appeared again in a dramatic Atalanta’s suitor, Hippomenes, he throws beautiful and magical Vertumnus, which illustrated the As sophomore Vishal Bailoor
rendering of Hunger, who was portrayed by senior Ian gold apples to distract her. Then, moral of staying true to oneself. stated, “HMUN was definitely
The magic of Metamorphoses the most rewarding conference.
latches onto Erysichthon, senior Penzel; hoping to win Atalanta’s senior Ian Penzel appeared again
Richard Tasik, as punishment for hand in marriage by beating the with freshman Deanna Geritano Continued on Page 8 >> Continued on Page 9 >>
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Why Good Girls Fall For Bad Boys
By KELLY GONSALVES, columnist
“I’M ONLY GONNA break-break your
heart,” boasts Taio Cruz in his popular song
“Heartbreaker.” Upon listening to the words
of this upbeat number, all I could think
was, why? Why would any self-respecting
female ever want to get involved with a
guy like that? Young ladies are constantly
falling prey to brutish young men who
mistreat them, ignore them, cheat on them,
and ruin their lives. Worse yet, oftentimes
these young women are completely aware
that these men are dangerous but girls
continue to seek romantic involvement with
them. This romantic masochism makes me
wonder: Why do girls always fall for bad boys?
First, let me clarify: the definition of a
“bad boy” is completely subjective. Every
social group has a different opinion of
what makes a person “bad,” whether it is
a lack of ethics, an indifference toward
individuals, drug use, or what-have-you.
For the purposes of this article, however,
the term “bad boy” simply refers to any
male who knowingly mistreats his girlfriend.
To dissect the problem plaguing my
fellow ladies, I began by examining the
most obvious answer: boys who go against
the code just seem more attractive. It is the
classic “James Bond” syndrome; the fact
that a boy is a rebel is exciting and, for some
inexplicable reason, bizarrely seductive.
But don’t females want a man capable of
more than being “born to be bad”? Or
is the heart of women really that simple?
The answer is no. In order to understand
the bad boy phenomenon, I delved deeper into
the psychology of high school relationships.
For this purpose, I am going to broadly
categorize the entire teenage population

into “bad guys,” “nice guys,” and girls.
Girls, in general, will take a liking to
any person who gives them a little extra
attention. The unfortunate fact is that,
generally, the classic bad boy knows exactly
how to make a girl feel special. Because they
are more confident than nice guys,
bad boys will not be afraid
to “put the moves” on girls
they take an interest
in. In contrast,
your average
nice guy usually
struggles with
showing
his
crush how he feels,
either due to a lack
of confidence or
a fear of rejection.
A n o t h e r
problem,
sadly,
with nice guys is
that they are too nice.
A nice guy, while
giving attention to
his girl of interest,
is
also
giving
equal amounts of
attention to every other
person out of his natural
courtesy and kindness.
This is why, if a girl knows
a guy is nice, she will not feel the special
attention he gives her. Compare this to when
a bad guy acts sweet to a girl. The girl will
immediately feel special because she knows
the bad guy does not just notice anybody.
To girls, there is nothing more satisfying
than winning the attention of someone who
is usually apathetic. Thus, any of the nice
guy’s advances are brushed off, while all

indications of attraction given off by the bad
guy immediately capture the female heart.
So really, why do girls fall for bad guys?
There are many answers: the attraction girls
have toward rebels, the natural confidence of
bad boys, the tendency of nice guys to be kind
towards everyone, and countless other
factors. High school romances
don’t play out like fairy tale ones.
The knight in shining armor
doesn’t defeat the evil villain
and ride off into the sunset
with the damsel in distress.
For teenagers, all three parties
– the villain, the victim, and the
would-be hero – behave in a way
that usually ends with the female
falling into the clutches of the
unaccountable male rather than
the warm arms of the loving one.
It is a peculiar tendency that can
only be attributed to the conditions
which nature has bestowed upon us,
an inescapable flaw of humanity.
The purpose of this article,
however, is not to criticize the
workings of the world. It is
simply meant to expand
the average teenager’s
understanding of the
female heart’s peculiarities
and help a few struggling
romantics with their search
for love. Perhaps, by knowing more about the
ways of women, “nice guys,” and “bad guys,”
teenagers can strive to stay away from these
huge generalizations and stop themselves
from becoming another cliché. If we can
understand the problem, then perhaps we
can eventually avoid it. The “heartbreaker”
doesn’t need to get all the ladies.

Nevertheless, it is important to keep the
threads in context. If you spend too much time
in this forum, your morale and perceptions
of college can easily become skewed.
While a great deal of users are levelheaded and seem just as reasonable as you
are, many users also – quite frankly – insane.
There are those high schoolers who honestly
ask whether they should retake 2390s or
whether a 3.99 is good enough for University
X. There are students, who have taken 10
APs before their junior year, who proclaim
that Cornell is their safety. With time and
continued exposure to these archetypal
posters, you can eventually grow disillusioned
with your own chances of being accepted
to a good college. Reading posts about
Division I athletes with four-digit
volunteer hours

putting up the condensed version of a
college application and asking whether they
are on track for the Ivies. They post their full
schedules and standardized test scores and
swap concerns about whether their activities
and honors were good enough, but hardly
do they discuss how much they’ve learned
from their activities or the merit of their
high school experience. You wonder if they
ever considered judging their high school
success through personal growth or thought
about devoting their time to doing things
they love. You begin to wonder what the
real point of high school is if all that you
take away are a few scores and certificates.
Don’t be fooled. Avoid these people and
instead read the posts of the users who
usually post the level-headed replies
of “no one can really predict
college acceptances” or “follow
your own interests.” These
sensible high schoolers, wise
undergraduate students,
and
knowledgeable
parents know what high
school is really about, so
listen as they dole out
invaluable advice and talk
about their experiences.
That being said, College
Confidential, to the interested and balanced
teenager, contains a wealth of information
and testimonies from current college and
high school students on all topics even
remotely related to education. And if there
isn’t a single thread that can answer your
questions, create your own thread, but
keep in mind that you should maintain a
genuine interest in whatever you do. At the
same time, no matter how “manufactured”
the students on College Confidential may
seem, always have confidence in your own
abilities. And hopefully, the next time you
see a “Chance me” thread by a desperate
and somewhat misguided teen, you’ll
click right past it to what truly matters.

College Confidential: Use With Caution
By JAMES WEN, senior

HYPMCS, LACS, UCs, ED/EA, FAFSA,
EFC: all at CC. If you immediately know
what all those abbreviations stand for,
you’re either a senior who has just slaved
through the college application process
or a regular user at collegeconfidential.
com, more commonly known as CC.
Collegeconfidential.com’s main page
doesn’t stand out, with the layout of a
typical college help website. However, the
forums are what truly distinguish CC, giving
it its reputation among high school students
today. Talk.collegeconfidential.com is, in its
simplest description, a forum with multiple
sections devoted to the discussion of anything
related to high school, college admissions,
and future careers. From an insider’s
perspective, it is an exceptional
source of testimonies and
first-hand knowledge. What
I have to say about College
Confidential is that, if used
sensibly and reasonably, it is a
valuable resource. This is even
more true for those with parents
or friends who may not know
much about the college admissions process.
In fact, ever since its inception, College
Confidential has achieved immense
popularity among ambitious teenagers
and their concerned parents. Where else
can you find a discussion ground for
the answers of any SAT Reasoning or
Subject test hours after taking it? Where
else can you find sincere testimonies on
specific universities from college students
themselves? Where else can you debate
quirky subjects like “which Pokémon is
the best,” while simultaneously exchanging
opinions on controversial subjects like
affirmative action or how Ivies are overrated?
It is not a stretch to say that College
Confidential is the best source of information
for high school and college on the Internet.

with
multiple awards
at science fairs can be
harmful to your self-esteem. With a horde
of “perfect” students on CC, it is easy to lose
hope when considering your dream school.
More disturbingly, there are forum users
that imply that the sole purpose of high school
is to rack up enough honors, extracurricular
activities, and volunteer experiences to get
into their dream university. These are the
underclassmen who ask which clubs they
should join at school to make them seem
like better college candidates. These are the
students who start “Chance me” threads,
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Networking: Building Social Bridges The Wave of
By POONAM GUPTA, freshman
WHAT DOES IT take to be successful?
All high school students, at some point
or another, have asked themselves this
question. And many have concluded
that the answer lies in receiving a good
education. They believe that a
strong academic background is
imperative to success. Although
this notion is valid, it obscures
the entire reality. The fact is,
a solid education along with
knowing the right people are
both significant components
to achieving success.
Often times, who you know
trumps what you know.
You may be a tireless
worker, but without an
equally impressive contact
list, you may be shut out
from many opportunities.
Now, let me make
myself clear – doing well
in school is important.
However, it is necessary
to keep in mind that colleges,
selective programs, and
employers don’t solely look
at your GPA or transcript.
Many times, good grades
are the bare minimum for
moving on to the next round. Activities
and experiences are just as important as test
scores and grades. And this is where your
connections make or break your application.
You can be in every single club J.P. has to
offer, but if you don’t have a single leadership

position, your activities are meaningless.
However, becoming president of FBLA or
vice president of Key Club is not entirely
based upon top-notch performance. To
“move up,” you need connections. At
times, obtaining a leadership position may
be a popularity contest. Even with average

capabilities, your path to success can be
paved by recommendations, while those
with outstanding potential yet lacking in
connections are forced to stumble along.
If this seems unfair, keep in mind that high
school only introduces you to the importance

of maintaining relations with people. Picture
life after graduating from J.P. As you leave
university with degree in hand, you finally
set out as a young adult to pursue your
calling. But how do you expect to land the
interview or the job? Going in with a resumé
and a smile just won’t cut it anymore because
here, again, the popularity game continues.
Getting that second interview won’t happen
easily, especially if nobody knows who you
are or how much potential you may have.
To demonstrate the importance of
networking, consider that you’re researching
a job placement and you find out that your
friend Julie from college is the vice president’s
daughter. Through her, you connect with
the vice president himself, and soon enough,
you’re in. Sure, your credentials needed
to be up to par, but your acquaintances
are really what landed you the job.
In the professional world, connections –
though this is hard to digest – often matter
more than merit. And there are many
reasons why knowing the right people is a
crucial skill. Employers look for socially
adept workers who can communicate clearly
and work well with others. Socializing
at an early age not only gives you the
connections you need, but also gives you
the “people skills” required to stay on top.
As unjust as it may be, the value of
connections can never be downplayed.
Your abilities need to be supplemented by
a talent for networking. This doesn’t mean
that you should stop studying for your
classes, but only that you balance your
academic life. Always remember to go out,
have fun, and meet new people. It pays to
have a social life in more ways than one.

Exactly How Early Is Too Early?
By AUSTIN NIU, senior
AP CLASSES...FOR underclassmen?
Sounds ludicrous, doesn’t it? But the fact is,
at schools around the nation that’s the norm.
Many
competitive
students take not
one, not two,
but five or six AP
courses by the time
they enter junior
year. And it seems that
our administration is finally catching
on to the national trend by paving
the way for underclassmen to take
APs. This year’s freshmen will
be the first class to take an AP
class as underclassmen with
AP U.S. History being offered
for their sophomore year.
Although this is a welcome change,
this opens up discussion on whether or
not underclassmen should have a chance
to take a wider variety of AP classes. If
they are deemed ready to handle a college
level history class, surely they can handle
equally challenging classes in other subjects.
For many students, taking AP courses is a
way to explore their interests and gain more
knowledge at an advanced level. They provide
students with the rare and valuable chance to
experience and test out what kind of classes
they might like to take in college and what
area they might be interested in pursing in the
future. At J.P., however, students are unable
to fully take advantage of such opportunities.
While the school does offer many AP
courses, students simply cannot find time for
them in their schedule, due to prerequisite
classes that restrict most APs to senior
or junior year, a dash to fulfill graduation
requirements during those two years, and
an unwillingness to drop other classes.
Yet, even if they decide to cram in the AP
classes, the challenge of taking so many
college level courses at once can be a bit
too much to handle. For students at J.P.
Stevens, junior year is often already the most

stressful part of their high school career.
They are weighed down by the need to excel
at SATs, SAT IIs, and ACTs as well as the
constant struggle to balance their academics,
athletics, and other extracurricular activities.
And on top of everything, there are APs
to worry about. In this last year, to
distinguish themselves from their peers,

juniors
attempt
to
balance
an
overwhelming number
of these college level
courses and tests,
subjecting themselves
to many sleepless
nights filled with
studying
and
endless
rounds
of energy drinks.
Of course, no one
wants to stay up all
night studying for AP
exams, but many are
forced to because
most AP classes are
reserved for junior
and senior year.
Additionally,
a
restriction in the
number
of
AP
courses students can
take in high school
prevents them from
taking advantage of

certain benefits in college. Financially, AP
classes can be very lucrative; passing scores
on AP tests can be accepted as credits in
college and thus save students thousands of
dollars in tuition. If a college does not accept
AP tests for credits, the scores still often let
students skip introductory classes
like Biology 101 and take more
advanced courses instead. Even
if this does not save money,
students will at least be able
to make the most of their
college experience and gain an
incentive to explore the fields
that they are interested in. Yet as of now,
students at J.P. Stevens are not able to make
the most of either prospect because APUSH
is the only AP class offered to sophomores.
You are probably wondering how we
would manage to fit more AP classes into
sophomore and freshman schedules if the
restrictions are lifted. The answer is simple:
replace the current honors level classes
with their AP equivalents. I can state from
personal experience that even though AP
Biology perhaps is set at a more rigorous
pace than regular honors bio, the key
differences are negligible. Furthermore, two
nonconsecutive years of biology with a two
year break in other sciences may even reduce
the course’s maximum potential. Of course,
the administration may say that freshmen
and sophomores are not ready for most
AP material and that they need the current
honors classes to be prepared, but in most
cases, the AP courses do not cover much
more material than the regular honors classes.
I think my message is clear: the
administration should let underclassmen
take more AP classes. It certainly would have
made my life much less stressful. As a senior,
any changes made regarding AP classes
would now have little effect on me; but it
would undoubtedly benefit underclassmen
in years to come. But if no changes are
made, start studying now, freshmen and
sophomores. Get a head start towards
the two long and stressful years ahead.

Newspaper
Wipeouts
By ERIN PETENKO, columnist

FOR AS LONG as we can remember,
Hawkeye has provided J.P. Stevens with
news and social commentary that binds
the student body together with one voice.
Hawkeye may seem to be an everlasting
part of J.P. culture, but major publications,
such as TIME and The Boston Globe, cannot
expect the same eternal life. With readership
decreasing and advertisers departing,
newspapers and magazines are trying
desperately to compete with Internet news
and other sources for survival. For example,
Pulitzer prize-winning newspaper The Boston
Globe was recently put on sale because its
readership had decreased by roughly onequarter over the past few years. Ironically,
when I turned to Google for a confirmation
of The Boston Globe’s demise, the top hit was a
story by online newspaper The Huffington Post.
The inexpensiveness of the Internet
makes it print news’s most formidable
opponent. No matter how newspapers
try to appeal to readers by lowering their
subscription fees, they simply cannot
compete with the mass amount of free
media available on the Internet. This
problem can partially be attributed to the
fact that Internet newspapers do not spend
much money or resources on gathering
information, hiring cheap reporters to
cover Lindsay Lohan-level topics instead of
employing globe-trotting, serious journalists.
Unfortunately, tabloid journalism garners
more readership, which justifies web news’
poor quality of reporting. Moreover, Internet
domains are practically free, and advertisers
very quickly make up any costs for putting
stories on the Web and provide sites with
major profit. The same cannot be said for
newspaper finances. Moreover, print media
rarely receives financial benefits that validate
its efforts to go online. Advertisements
on publications’ websites only cover a
fraction of actual issues’ printing costs, and
readers are unwilling to subscribe to online
news that is provided for free elsewhere.
So what is print to do? Right now, it can
only yearn wistfully for the olden days, when
people appreciated quality journalism and
were willing to pay for it. Unfortunately,
readers’ appreciation for committed
journalists has disappeared, and the decay
of print news is only accelerating. To fix
this situation, printed media companies
need to test innovative solutions at a much
faster pace. Newspapers must try to foster
creativity at all costs, even if these measures
entail changing presentation of information,
hiring new writers, and appealing to an
entirely different demographic. This will
likely involve a greater emphasis on visual
presentations of the same content. Whether
we like it or not, the average reader prefers
shorter stories and bigger pictures, a
trend that the Internet has capitalized on
successfully. Creative ideas and fast paced
changes on par with the ever-evolving
Internet may be the only things that can
give print news a fair chance at competing.
These unfortunate newspaper deaths
serve as caveats to all existing publications.
Hawkeye should not forget this lesson either.
Since its first issue, Hawkeye has been meeting
the same challenges facing newspapers
everywhere: the production of a financiallyviable newspaper, the publication of articles
from talented writers, and the design of eyecatching layouts. As long as our publication
meets these demands, our staff has no need
to fear. As an instrumental part of school
culture, Hawkeye must (and will) meet the
standard of excellence symbolized by J.P.
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Julian Assange: Good Guy or Gossip Girl?
By VIGNESHWAR S., columnist
EVER WATCH “MEAN GIRLS”? “The
Plastics,” a trio of popular girls, had a secret
weapon: a “burn book” containing slander,
gossip, and rumors about other girls and
even teachers. When the book’s contents
eventually spread around the school, a
riot ensued. Girls flooded the hallways,
wreaking havoc on each other in a vengeful
explosion of scratching and hair-tugging.
When Julian Assange published his first
batch of secret American diplomatic cables,
the State Department’s burn book was
made public for all to see. Now word is out
that Vladimir Putin and Silvio Berlusconi
are more than just friends and that Angela
Merkel is an uncreative leader. Unsurprisingly,
governments worldwide are worried that the
release of the classified files and passing them
out as “the truth” could severely damage
international relations. Italy’s foreign minister
Franco Frattini feared the release would
“blow up the trust between states,” while
former U.S. counterterrorism official Roger
Cressey called the leaks “pretty devastating.”
But others are more positive. Sir Christopher
Meyer, a former British ambassador to the
U.S., said, “This won’t restrain [diplomats’]
candor.” Professor Michael Cox of Chatham
House, a London-based think tank, agreed.
“Diplomats have always said rude things
about each other in private, and everyone
has always known that.” Regardless of any
damages to foreign relations, the leaks reveal
a darker side of diplomacy. Diplomats are
supposed to negotiate for American interests,
but not through baiting other countries.
The potential for political fallout is murky.
America has been pegged down a few
notches in the eyes of the world, but whether
this represents a security threat is uncertain.

As in “Mean Girls,” the initial furor could
subside into quiet reconciliation. It is wellknown that highschool girls gossip
about one another,
and
diplomats
are no different.
The
spokesman
for
Afghanistan
President
Hamid
Karzai said that
“there is not much
in the documents
to
surprise
us,
and we don’t see
anything substantive
that will strain our
relationship.”
Any
damage done may
be purely domestic.
Diplomats that use
their positions as
bully pulpits should be
fired, and rightly so.
However, the incident
will probably not alter
the way diplomacy
is
conducted
or
significantly
affect
how foreign diplomats
view their American
counterparts.
WikiLeaks
will
not
affect
international relations
to the degree that
people believe it
will. However, it will
change one thing:
public awareness of issues that matter.
Assange has created an organization that
circumvents the mainstream media. In

strictly censored nations, journalists have a
tendency to function as political mouthpieces

more than balanced reporters. By placing
the reports themselves in the hands of the
common man, Assange empowers people

to think before blindly giving their support
to leaders. Few would deny that adding
information to the public
domain through the Internet
is a fundamental, undeniable
duty of journalism. In “V for
Vendetta,” “V” says, “People
should not be afraid of their
government. Governments
should be afraid of their
people.” We can hope that
WikiLeaks helps to create a
world in which politicians
are held accountable to their
people. When they have to
answer for their actions,
government officials will be
less prone to wanton action.
All the same, WikiLeaks
illustrates a concrete security
risk in electronic cables.
If Assange could obtain
secure State Department
cables, then why can’t other
countries? “People will be
looking at the security of
electronic communications
and archives. Paper would
have been impossible to
steal in these quantities,”
Meyer added. Through
the WikiLeaks incident,
governments have learned
about the importance of
information security the
hard way. After all, it parallels
corporations losing valuable
data and company secrets
to hackers. It just goes to
show that in this day and age, keeping secrets
is a difficult task, whether you are a smartmouthed diplomat or a gossiping teenager.

A New Look at Books
By JENNIFER SUN, sophomore
EBOOKS HAVE CAUGHT on as the
newest, must-have consumer product.
Increasing competition has compelled
manufacturers to load up eBook readers
with capacities to subscribe to periodicals,
play games on their systems, and other
impressive additions. Some critics believe that
eBooks will define reading in the future, but
consumers have yet to reach a consensus: are
eBooks a feasible substitute for paper books?
eBooks readers are undeniably very
appealing gadgets. They can carry libraries’
worth of reading material on-the-go without
compromising readability. Furthermore,
newer e-readers are outfitted with many
features that traditional paperbacks could
never match. An e-reader can now read aloud
with text-to-speech functions and can access
the Web with 3G wireless connectivity. With
growing demand, bookstores are offering the
majority of the books in their inventory as
eBooks as well. In a matter of minutes, you
can purchase any book you want and begin
reading it, bypassing the need to go to a book
store or a local library. eBooks — for some
users — can even be cheaper than actual
books. For instance, if you love classics, you
will likely be able to get them for free because
the content’s copyright has expired. eBooks
to begin with are cheaper than their physical
counterparts, but can be made even cheaper
with lending options. For instance, Barnes &
Noble offers a LendMe service that permits
buyers to borrow eBooks from the store and
loan them to other people, too. So, if the
eBook reader has so many perks, how come
consumers aren’t unanimously in love with it?
Even with all the obvious advantages of
using eBooks, prices make eBook readers
far from standard. The price of purchasing
a Kindle, Nook, or another reader is usually
upwards of several hundred dollars. Of

course, as manufacturers load up their
devices with color displays, games, and other
extras, the prices only go higher. For instance,
Japan’s Fujitsu FLEPia, the market’s first
entry featuring a color display, was available
only to Japan during its original commercial
release in 2009. Retailing at a price over one
thousand dollars, it’s no wonder that many
consumers were unwilling to sacrifice cash for
color. Also, costs of eBooks that are not in the
public domain--while considerably cheaper
than the actual book--can quickly add up if
bought in great quantity. In recent months,
the price of e-readers has fallen so that they
are now affordable to most consumers.
Still, price remains a significant factor when
considering whether to purchase an e-reader.
Another reason why eBooks may never
fully replace traditional paperbacks is the
lack of “authenticity” — the familiarity
that comes from reading a book. It is hard
to imagine parents reading out loud to their
children from a Nook instead of a printed
novel. And the thought of curling up on
a winter’s day with an e-reader and a cup
of hot chocolate just isn’t as appealing.
Moreover, reading eBooks isn’t easy. There
is a set definition of rules that e-readers
retain: navigation buttons, battery life
spans, and wireless network limitations.
But the same set of features that enhance
the reading experience also take away from
it by introducing unnecessary distractions.
Compared to the unveiling of the firstgeneration Kindle, today’s e-readers have
dramatically advanced. People all over the
nation have grown accustomed to using them.
However, eBooks are far from replacing
printed material. Physical books have been
around for centuries, holding society’s
knowledge and culture for all to read. The
printed book is an icon, and as such, it cannot
be discarded by the general public over the
span of a decade, let alone a couple of years.

Email business.hawkeye@gmail.com to find out how.
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...the gym bathroom never has any paper
towels
...but science classrooms have too many
...you have a “polar bear” club...
…with a disappointing lack of polar bears
...there are more people who have
detentions for excess tardies than from
anything else
...there seem to be more students in the
school each year...
…but faculty-only bathrooms are
replacing student bathrooms at an
alarming rate
...people are more worried
about homework tests than
“real” tests
...you get angry when the
teacher doesn’t check your
homework
...people have to guard their
cafeteria chairs
...the clock in the auditorium is
never right...
…and it gets removed instead of
repaired...
...only to end up hanging awkwardly in
front of the AV booth
...half the seniors are already in Rutgers
...your homeroom is half-empty until thirty
seconds before the late bell
...the auditorium is half-filled with people
who are late
...traffic on Grove increases exponentially
between 7:25 and 7:40
...you watch more movies in APUSH than
in health
...you cry when you see the snow plow

already shoveling outside your classroom...
…but somehow hold on to the hope that
there will be an early closing
...there are posters in the cafe for clubs that
don’t exist anymore
...impromptu alumni visits are awesome
because teachers spend half of class talking

to them
...you have to maneuver through crowds of
musical geniuses in the lobby
...you’re relieved that your guidance
counselor finally stops badgering you about
college...
…only to find out that you have to fill out
financial aid forms
…there are enough trophies in the band

room to give one to each student
...you miss the sound of Mr. Esposito’s
voice over the P.A.
...seniors promise to relax after college apps
are done...
…but keep working till the end of the
second marking period...
...and then plough on through AP exams
... www.edisonpublicschools.org is blocked
on the school computers
...seniors are jealous of the juniors
because the juniors get more AP
classes
...geese use the field more often
than the students
...you resent the fact that
freshmen will never learn the
horrors of Sludge
...students forget their
classrooms and locker combos
after break
...more people say “Happy
birthday!” over Facebook than in
school
...your love life is dependent on the
amount of homework you have
...the average senior GPA gets halved for
the last two marking periods
...the word “legitimately” sounds abnormal
to you...
…while “legit” sounds perfectly fine.
By ARHANT RAO, senior, and VICTOR
HO, senior
Got YKYG suggestions? Email them to
jpshawkeye@gmail.com.

POP CULTURE OF 2010
By STEPHANIE TSAI, columnist
OUT OF ALL the bizarre things that
happened in 2010, here are the highlights
of last year’s pop culture: the mortifying,
the hilarious, the exciting, and the thrilling.
1. KANYE VS. TAYLOR SWIFT (ROUND 2)

As a follow-up to Kanye’s mic-snatching
diss of Swift at the 2009 MTV VMAs, both
released albums in 2010 for a second
battle—this time, on the charts.
Three weeks before Swift
dropped “Speak Now,” Kanye
released “My Beautiful Dark
Twisted Fantasy” to overwhelming
applause from even the harshest
of critics, including those at
TIME who named Kanye’s
masterpiece the best album
of 2010. Touted as “an
epic, adventurous aural mélange” (USA
Today), Kanye’s fifth album combines
elements of various styles from British rock
(“Power”) to baroque pop (“Runaway”) and
features contributions from a diverse array
of artists including Alicia Keys, Elton John,
Drake, Nicki Minaj, Rihanna, and Jay-Z.
Swift, on the other hand, faced mixed
reception on nearly all the tracks, ranging from
her love note to ex-boyfriend Taylor Lautner
(“Back to December”) to her other love note
to ex-boyfriend John Mayer (“Dear John”)
to yet another love note to ex-boyfriend
Joe Jonas (“The Story of Us”). While Miley
and Bieber fans uniformly praised Swift’s
album, professional critics disparaged
the “starry-eyed stuff ” (Boston Herald) as
childish and her singing as “technically
poor” (Slant Magazine) and “strained and
thin” (The Village Voice). Although each
is a talented producer and composer,
Kanye—with a 94/100 on Metacritic—
clearly triumphs over the pop-country
singer and her album’s score of 76/100.
2.

APPLE’S

IPHONE

4

AND

IPAD

Originally criticized as merely a “big
iPhone,” Apple’s iPad entered markets in
early April to a warm welcome with 7.5
million units sold five months after its release.

The tablet computer includes the iPhone’s
features as well as more memory space,
higher resolution, popover and dual menu
viewing options in addition to new iPad-only
apps. Perhaps the most welcome feature is
the iPad Wi-Fi + 3G model, which can tap
into AT&T’s cellular network but does not
require the signing of a contract—destroying
the last major barrier for potential buyers
leery of AT&T’s tendency to drop calls.
Even with the “laptop killer” available,
many still rushed into local Apple stores
on June 24 to buy the latest addition to
the Apple family, the iPhone 4G. Steve
Jobs’ latest creation easily sold twice
as much as the iPad only four months
after its release: the iPhone 4G outstrips
its neanderthal predecessor, the iPhone
3GS, in memory, battery life, video
recording, camera, and display (with
its famed high-resolution Retina
screen). When interviewed, however, most
customers said they were most attracted
to FaceTime, an exclusive iPhone 4G
feature which allows easy video calling to
other iPhones via front and back cameras.
3. “INCEPTION” AND “BLACK SWAN”

While 2009 was plagued by movie
disasters like “The Ugly Truth,”
“Jennifer’s Body,” and “New
Moon,” 2010 provided viewers with
masterpieces such as Christopher
Nolan’s “Inception” and Darren
Aronofsky’s “Black Swan.” “Inception,”
starring an all-star cast, takes viewers on
Dom Cobb’s (Leonardo DiCaprio) quest to
return to the U.S. after fleeing from criminal
charges. The affluent businessman Saito (Ken
Watanabe) offers to reunite Dom with his
children in return for Dom’s help on a highly
risky mission: he and his team must plant a
destructive idea (hence the name “inception”)
in the dreams of Saito’s corporate rival.
“Black Swan” similarly explores the
depths of a mind by layering a psychological
thriller beneath a simple swan lake drama.
Starring Natalie Portman as Nina Sayers,
an innocent and sheltered ballerina, “Black
Swan” tells the tale of the production and
the performance of a ballet in which the

white swan jumps off a cliff after losing
her prince to her nemesis, the black swan.
In an attempt to perfect her roles as both
the white and the black swan, Nina follows
the choreographer’s advice and tries to “lose
herself ” to the point where she begins to
hallucinate and see herself as a real swan.

4. SARAH PALIN’S “ALASKA” AND BRISTOL
PALIN ON “DANCING WITH THE STARS”

Although the nation’s most famous
hockey mom cannot tell the difference
between North and South Korea, she sure
can gather (and lose) viewers on her eightepisode documentary-travelogue “Alaska.”
Aired on TLC in mid-November, her show
attracted a record-breaking 5 million viewers
at its premiere, only to lose nearly half of
them the following week on the second
episode. The program showcases the former
governor of Alaska as an expert hunter in all
her Obama-lambasting glory as she explores
the Alaskan wilderness to hunt caribou
and teaches her children to shoot bears.
Highlights include watching Palin viciously
carve up a caribou, then construct a massive
fourteen- foot fence to separate her family
from a new neighbor,
whom she accuses of
writing an “ugly book.”
Following in her
mom’s
footsteps,
teenage mom Bristol
Palin joined season
eleven of “Dancing
With
the
Stars.”
Although
Bristol
routinely travels for
(ironically) speeches
on teen abstinence,
she
was
particularly
shy on the dance floor
throughout the season
and
consequently
earned the bottom
score many weeks in a row. Despite her
lackluster performances, however, Bristol
not only stayed in the competition week
after week but also placed third at the finale,
probably thanks to Tea Party extremists who
exploited a loophole in the voting system.

MENLO PARK
THEATER:
VERSION 2.0
By RAJVI SHAH, junior
LAST SUMMER, Menlo Park Mall was
busier than ever, and not because people
were hunting for the latest sales at H&M
and PacSun. Because the site of the tobe-announced movie theater was under
construction, the mall was packed with usual
movie-goers eagerly awaiting the theater’s
opening. Would the theater have a diner
attached? Would the prices be the same
after the new renovations? At the opening
of the new theater, excited patrons flooded
the foyer hoping to experience the latest
and greatest the movie industry could offer.
The new renovations are quite extensive,
but they come at a price. Major changes
include a new bar, “Fork and Screen”
theaters in which you can watch and eat
simultaneously, and “Cinema Suite” theaters
where you can relax in cushy reclining chairs.
However, the reconstruction also brings
new restrictions and raised prices. To watch
a movie in a “Fork and Screen” theater, you
must be above eighteen (or accompanied by
an adult) and pay ten dollars extra; to watch
a movie in the Cinema Suites, you must be
over twentyone
and
pay
fifteen
dollars
extra. Since
there are
no theaters
without
the Dine-In
“option”
left in the
Menlo
Park
Mall
T heater,
there is no
choice
but to pay
the extra
money. This
expense
leaves some
for mer
patrons
disgruntled:
“Last summer,
y o u ’ d
find people killing time at the movies with
whatever money they had left over from
the mall. Now you need an adult and at
least twenty bucks to see just one movie,”
complained sophomore Aakash Agarwal.
The renovations have also greatly altered
the movie-watching experience. Ordering
food during a movie can be convenient,
but waiters and waitresses might disturb
others in trying to take a neighbor’s order
or serve food. Furthermore, movie-goers
might miss a crucial plot point and see only
the waitress’s back instead of the first kiss,
the final verdict, or the vital clue. However,
a dine-in theater is more convenient for
those on the go or for families and couples
looking for a nice but relatively inexpensive
night out. The comfortable seats and
restaurant-like food (though priced a bit
exorbitantly) might compensate for the
drawbacks of the new Dine-In “option.”
The newly renovated Dine-In Theater
boasts several other new attractions. It
strives to attract more young adult customers
with the addition of a new bar which
serves sixteen varieties of drinks, including
martinis, scotch, gin and tonics. Teens also
face many temptations: in the Fork and
Screen theater, patrons can use keypads to
order such gourmet plates such as sweet
onion loops, Thai chicken tenders, lobster
ravioli in tomato and roasted red pepper
sauce, tenderloin steak tips smothered in
mushrooms, and house-made blue cheese
chips topped with bacon and blue cheese
crumbles. Just reading that list makes your
mouth water! And don’t worry, the menus
change weekly to lure patrons back regularly.
Moviegoers can even rent private screenings
for birthdays and other special events: patrons
and guests can view one of the latest box
office hits in comfort, privacy, and upscale
luxury. Lastly, if you desire a more deluxe
movie experience, the Cinema Suite includes
fancy meals and seat side service. You’ll have
to pay more, but the additional amenities
and mouthwatering cuisine are worth it.

Features Staff
PARAG BAPNA, sophomore
AMY HUANG, sophomore
SHIVANI PANDIT, senior
ANSHU PATEL, sophomore
SANJANA PRAKASH, junior
WENYI ZHOU, sophomore

Foodporndaily - “Click,
drool, repeat.” Warning:
this
site
contains
graphic images of food.
Anything you see may
lead to severe obesity,
restless nights (due
to prolonged foodoriented thinking), and
excessive
drooling.
Do not visit this site
if you are unable to
control yourself from
any of the listed effects.
Continuing means that
Foodporndaily cannot
be held liable for your
actions.

no

FoodPornDaily
Serious Eats

XKCD From the
website’s
banner:
“XKCD: a webcomic
of romance, sarcasm,
math, and language.”
XKCD contains many
math, science, geek,
and internet meme
inside jokes (as well
as a healthy helping
of sarcasm), so for J.P.’s
many nerds, this is a
webcomic you won’t
want to miss.

Pinboard
del.icio.us
MetaFilter
reddit
popurls
Digg
StumbleUpon
Hunch

Vimeo
Hulu
Crunchyroll

starving
Are you hungry?

no

Just try some
random
images then.

Flickr
FFFFOUND!
9GAG
weheartit

Do you like
webcomics?

Give
them a
try.

TED Talks - Whenever you have nothing to do, don’t waste
your time reading FML or playing flash games; watch a TED
talk instead. A TED talk is a bite-sized fifteen-minute chunk
of a fascinating topic, snappily and incisively presented.
Past subjects have included “We are all cyborgs now,”
“The power of vulnerability,” “Ken Robinson says schools
kill creativity,” “The riddle of experience vs. memory,” and
“Steve Jobs: How to live before you die.”

Reddit - Have you read it on Reddit yet? Reddit is a thriving
online community where readers can vote, comment,
and view posts on various topics, ranging from politics
and world news to comics and music. The content that
garners the most positive votes from members gets
bumped to the front page, ensuring that users encounter
only the freshest and most interesting topics.

both

images

ninjawords
wordnik
lingro
visuwords
not
sure

graphics

Do you like math or
science or technology?

no

yes

no
yes

Need a dictionary?

do stuff

Try something new_

text

Want to learn words?

Want to be productive?
I’d rather
have fun

What do you want to do?
get
organized
Fun or serious?
fun!

Dropbox
Google Notebook
TeuxDeux

actually, no

serious

Fake news?

no

News or politics?

Are you sure you like reading?

fine

boring
sure

How about literature?

FreeRice
Save The Words

START HERE_

look at stuff

Graphics
or Text?

Hyperbole and a Half
1000 Awesome Things
The Man Repeller

no
yes

Arts & Letters Daily
Project Gutenberg

General knowledge?

no

What kind of graphics?

okay

yes

videos

xkcd
Dinosaur Comics
Hark, a Vagrant
Cyanide & Happiness
The Oatmeal
The Perry Bible Fellowship
Smack Jeeves

The Onion

CIA - The World Factbook
wiseGEEK
Know Your Meme
TED Talks

How about
blogs?

YES

The Huffington Post
RealClearPolitics

You should
probably just read
a real book then...

Do you like
games?
yes

Multiplayer?
no
Kongregate
Orisinal
EYEZMAZE
Pogo
Line Rider

no
FanFiction.net
LiveJournal
Teen Ink

yes!

Into fiction?

PostSecret - “Was I born gay? I hate being gay.” ““I lost my
first love because I told him I don’t see a future with him
unless he becomes a Christian. Every day, I wish I could
take that back. I’m scared he might have been ‘The One.’”
These are a sample of the brutally honest secrets posted
every Sunday on the PostSecret blog. PostSecret asks
people to send in postcards of their deepest secrets; the
anonymity of this format frees people to say what the rest
of us are too afraid or embarrassed to reveal. The resulting
confessions are cryptic, succinct, and often trivial, yet
unexpectedly poignant.

not at all

MyLifeIsAverage
MyLifeIsDesi
Dear blank, please blank.
PostSecret
ytmnd

Do you like television?

yeah!

TV Tropes

no
meh

Reviews?

sure

Something Awful

TV Tropes - TV Tropes is an incredibly addicting website
that’s like Wikipedia on crack. “This wiki is a catalog
of the tricks of the trade for writing fiction,” states the
front page, but it’s actually much more amusing. You
start reading about Artifacts of Doom, then Sentinent
Phlebotinum, then before you know it you have 70 tabs
open and it’s 3 AM and you’re seeing tropes everywhere.

MIT OpenCourseWare - Can’t comprehend centripetal
force? Baffled by biological processes? Learn from the
best with MIT’s online courses, ranging from “Infinite
Random Matrix Theory” to “Social and Ethical Issues in
Print, Photography, and Film.” Watch award-winning
professors’ lectures, follow along with course notes,
and take the tests along with MIT students—all for
free. (Also see openculture and Project Gutenberg.)

Freerice - What if feeding a child was as simple as
answering a few questions? It is at Freerice, where
every correct answer in a trivia game earns a tengrain donation to the World Food Program. Learn new
vocabulary, identify famous paintings, become more
fluent in French, and memorize world capitals—all
while helping end world hunger.

no

no

Obsessed with college?

Liar.

Last.fm
Pandora Radio
Groove Shark
We Are Hunted
OC Remix

yes
College Confidential
College Prowler
AP Central

New Scientist
Wolfram|Alpha
MIT OpenCourseWare
Wired.com
Project Euler
Engadget

yes

Listen or play?

no
yes

Interested in scholarships?

FastWeb

$$

Do you like music?

How about chatting?

no

Food?

TasteSpotting
nomnomnom
Shana Logic
ModCloth

no
sure

friends
strangers

with
myself

human

Fashion?

Posterous
Tumblr

FutureMe
Wakerupper

Human or nonhuman?
Minecraft
Second Life
Gaia Online
TinierMe
RuneScape

yes

Want to share stuff?

With friends or strangers?

meebo
Trillian

Art?
no

no

yes

yes

no

Seek knowledge or earn money?

no

deviantART
iScribble
COLOURlovers

yes

knowledge

yes

I’d rather play
or make my own

listen
Mechanical Turk

Ultimate-Guitar
BlankSheetMusic.net
Audiotuts+

isoHunt
µTorrent
The Pirate Bay

nonhuman

Omegle
Chatroulette

FutureMe - FutureMe lets you write
a letter to yourself to be received at
any date. Send yourself a wish or a
warning, a word of advice or a note
of encouragement. These email
time capsules can be scheduled to
arrive up to 30 years in the future,
and even if you change your
email address, FutureMe’s account
management system will update
your letter’s destination.

Chatbots.org
jabberwacky

Threadless
Woot
BustedTees

Have money to spend?
yes
Do you like tees?
no
Handmade stuff?
no
General awesomeness?

Tumblr - Tumblr is less
of a place to express
individuality and more
of an opportunity to
indulge your interests,
stumble upon kindred
souls and, of course,
procrastinate. Tumblr is
a microblog platform:
you can upload pictures,
music, videos, quotes,
and text to personalized
profiles called “Tumblogs.”
The average Tumblog,
however, is not filled with
original content, but with
photos, videos, or music
re-blogged from another
Tumblr user.

yes

no

broke,
sadly

Last.fm - Last.fm may be the
last FM station you will ever
use. A website centered on
user customization, Last.
fm recommends music
and creates a radio station
based on what you already
listen to on your own
media player. Users who
sign up for a free account
can become a member of
the Last.fm community
and post blog entries—a
great way to meet other
people with similar musical
tastes.

they’re
T-rrific!
Etsy
Bonanza
Made it Myself
yes
ThinkGeek
FredFlare
no choice

Thinkgeek - “Stuff for smart masses,” claim the guys at Thinkgeek. And that’s
precisely what the website is—a ridiculous hodgepodge of... stuff. Thinkgeek
boasts an endless inventory of gadgets, toys, apparel, appliances, edibles,
accessories, and more, ranging from the cleverly practical to the utterly
pointless (but nevertheless enticing). Unfortunately, the canned unicorn
meat and Monty Python killer rabbit slippers are currently out of stock, but
there are plenty of other nifty items to add to your cart. Might we suggest
the caffeinated marshmallows or the periodic table shower curtains?

WakerUpper – Need a
telephone
reminder?
Wakerupper is a free
web tool that allows
you to schedule a call
to anyone’s phone at
any time. The optional
100-character
text-tospeech message read
aloud upon receiving
the call adds a comical
and creepy effect. As
with
FutureMe,
the
possibilities are endless:
schedule a wake-up call,
remind yourself to do the
dishes, or—if you think
you’re funny—prank call
your friends. Fortunately,
you can also cancel your
call.

Also by
HILERI PATEL, senior
WENDY WEN, senior
And
Features Editors
Design by
JOANNA CHMIEL, junior
MICHAEL DONG, junior
CHRISTINE GEENG, junior
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JPS Got Talent CONT. Metamorphoses Play CONT.

vocals and senior Jeremy rapping out lay in more
an original, humorous verse while than just the
playing his guitar. The performance acting, however.
capped off a stunning first round. As
senior
For the second round, the technician Jacob
three acts with the highest scores Schneider, one
performed again. Senior Samantha of the directors
Chung performed first, singing in charge of
“Listen” by Beyoncé. She belted out lighting and sets,
long, extended notes and set the bar shared, “People
for the competition. Following her don’t realize how
was junior Julia Maxham, who, yet much work a
again, delivered a nostalgic, sweet play takes behind
song. Accompanying herself on the scenes. It’s
piano, she sang “Home” by Michael hard to get
Bublé. With her pure voice, she stole r e c o g n i t i o n The
cast
and
crew
of
Metamorphoses
smile
the hearts of the audience. Finally, for it, because together one final time after the last performance.
Senior Moushumi Chitre sings “Please Don’t Go” seniors Moushumi and Jeremy took if you did your job right, people shouldn’t
Senior Richard Tasik thinks back to last
by Mike Posner with guitarist senior Jeremy Ting. to the stage. With some jokes from know you exist. Putting together the set year’s rehearsal and performance of The
into
their
performance.
Ending
senior Jeremy Ting, the audience and the lights took more hours than I Crucible and recalls stealing an actor’s shoe
with a ludicrous flip, the duo clearly settled in for the last piece of the night. This can count, but it’s an incredible feeling as a prank. When it was the victim’s time
owned their moment on the stage. one was “Forget You” by Cee Lo Green. when it all comes together. With this play to go onstage, he was “frantically running
The next act was seniors Mohammad With an upbeat and supportive audience, especially, I think my favorite moment was around backstage looking for it.” He
Sandhu and Brandon Relova performing senior Moushumi definitely exceeded any when we first got our waterfall working.” walked on stage with one shoe missing and
“Dynamite” by Taio Cruz. With a brilliant expectations that anyone could have had.
Through the multitude of myths and an actress had to slyly pass it to him upon
guitar solo and a loud, energetic voice, the
Now, the audience became the sixth judge stunning sets of Metamorphoses, the J.P. her entrance. With all of the good times
duo let the audience clap and sing along. as they got to send in votes for act one Theatre Company performed a great fall play, to look back upon, all the members of the
After that came senior Jaron Brooks (Samantha), two (Julia), or three (Moushumi but this accomplishment was the product of company describe the J.P. Theatre Company
and his original rap. With the crowd and Jeremy). As the votes were being long hours and hard work. “Rehearsals seem experience as something they will cherish.
chanting his name at the top of their lungs, counted, Mr. Cantaloupo went up to the to last 80 hours, 6 minutes and 36 seconds,”
Theatre Company members describe
Jaron brought all of his energy into the stage and sang “Chestnuts Roasting on an laughed senior Richard Tasik when asked being in theatre as being part of a huge
perfomance; he even leaped off the stage Open Fire.” Everyone learned that teachers about the time he spends rehearsing for family with Ms. Rich as the mother figure;
and continued rapping along the aisles. can also sing extraordinarily well, too. theatre. The dedication needed to survive this family-like camaraderie is a once in
Following the rap came the other end
Finally, the student council members such rehearsals is indeed instrumental to a lifetime experience for them. When
of the musical spectrum -— a piano finished counting the votes. The hosts read the success of the theatre company, and asked how seniors feel about leaving the
piece delivered by freshman Richard the winning act: “And the winner of JPS the cast and crew are still somehow able company, it definitely was hard for them
Kazandzhidi. With his fingers leaping from Got Talent 2010 is…Moushumi Chitre to manage their academic workload, doing to imagine. Senior Markos Kantilierakis
chord to chord, he played the keys with and Jeremy Ting!” The audience erupted homework backstage and spending free describes, “I really can’t fathom the fact
perfection and grace. By ending the piece as the two went up to the stage to accept time tutoring each other. Even though it that I’m leaving. I’ve made so many
with a flourish, his talent truly showed. the award, and the show officially ended. may be tiring to go home to face a pile of memories and friends whom I know will
The next act was a solo sung by junior
The last photos were shot and the curtains homework, it definitely is worthwhile for be with me my entire life on that stage.”
Tanaisha Harmon. Gradually building closed. However, the amazing show will the theatre members, as they have great and
The end of the year will definitely be
up a crescendo throughout a fitting tune remain one of the year’s unforgettable events. memorable times together as one big family. a tough departure for the seniors, but
from India Arie, junior Tanaisha swayed
there are still opportunities to make more
with the microphone. People in the
memories for the remainder of this year. The
audience sang it along with her, making
upcoming spring musical, Rent, has sparked
the performance one to remember.
curiosity about what’s to come. Rent is about
After that came junior Julia Maxham,
a young group of eight people trying to
accompanied by senior Joe Ho on guitar.
survive in 1980’s East Village. Throughout
While Joe strummed the guitar strings, Julia’s
the play, the characters face financial
soft, angelic voice captivated the audience.
troubles, health problems, and struggles
The dimmed lights suited the melancholy
for freedom. Junior Brittany Hoops says
mood of “Call” by Regina Spektor perfectly.
that Rent is “a very emotional piece that
The next act was a fast-paced song
will trigger tears in the audience.” Sherilyn
by junior Dorothy Chau and freshman
Morse, freshman, added, “I love how the
Kristen Tse. With a ukulele in tow, junior
show allows you to empathize so deeply
Dorothy strummed upbeat chords to
with the characters.” She also believes the
freshman Kristen’s bright and vibrant
“excitement, sadness, and love will appeal
voice. Kristen delivered the lyrics of
to every audience member’s emotions.”
“Marry You” by Bruno Mars effortlessly.
Rent promises to be just as heartwarming
Before the ninth act was a special
as the theatre experience as a whole, and
performance, a poem reading by junior
the cast’s spring performance is bound to
Robert Devico. He read two poems, one an Senior Judith Berg casts a sleeping spell on the mortals from Mt. be an absolute success. Best of luck to the
extended metaphor of the ocean and the Olympus, part of a beautiful set designed by senior Gosia Pawlowska. entire J.P. Stevens Theatre cast and crew!
other about a giraffe. Using vivid imagery
and flawless diction, he delivered the last
lines of his poems to applause and cheers.
For the ninth act, sophomores Aelana
for office, the elections and campaigning members attended workshops of their
By GRACE MA, senior
Freeman and Barkha Shah took the stage with
still proved to be exciting for J.P. members. choice. There were workshops that helped
their synchronized dance movements, clearly
SPEAKERS
AND
ELECTIONS
and Imagine the t-shirts, pens, posters, and teach students how to run Spirit Week, Battle
expressing hours of practice. Incorporating workshops—oh, my! This year’s winter muffins of last year’s school election of the Classes, school pageants, and other
props such as chairs, they lit up the stage conference for the New Jersey Association campaigns. Now add endless screaming events. One of the most useful workshops
with their footwork and boundless energy. of Student Councils (NJASC) at The College into the mayhem. This might give you an gave tips on running the school male
Following them was a solo singing of New Jersey (TCNJ), attended by the J.P. idea of the excitement that captivated each pageant, whose J.P. iteration is called Mr. JPS.
performance, this time by senior Samantha Stevens Student Council Executive Board, student during the state Student Council Mr. JPS is a pageant for twelve nominated
Chung. Despite the difficult song, she was quite eventful. Mike Smith, otherwise campaigns. Candidates distributed t-shirts male students, including ten seniors and
sang Alicia Key’s “If I Ain’t Got You” known as “the original Mike Smith,” opened and candy, aided by dozens of people from two juniors. As this exciting event is
perfectly and powerfully. Without a the conference with an engaging address. each school cheering and chanting for their fast approaching, the Student Council
doubt, she performed the song just as With enthusiasm, he told the Student candidates. Although the JPS Exec Board Executive Board was quite happy to
well as, if not better than, the original. Council Executive Board members how members’ eardrums paid a dear price, it was learn a few tips on how to improve it.
Now, a quartet of dancers — seniors gullible people are, how to make ridiculous worth it to see the fun and catchy slogans
All in all, the winter conference at TCNJ
Lia Lai, Marc Momboyo, Tiffany Sam, and sounds and motions, and how to shakes of the many candidates. (Even now, I still was a great experience for the Executive
Noel Beltran — took the stage. They danced hands with “webbies” (the skin in between remember “Sam Trach—she’ll keep you on Board members. These conferences allow
to various genres of music, including hip your thumb and index finger). As humorous track!”) Of course, the free candy didn’t student council members to learn about what
hop and comedy. They demonstrated the as this was, we also learned many valuable hurt either. Though there were speeches being a leader truly means. They also provide
variety of dance capabilities that they had. life lessons from him, like how to maximize as well, only the class council presidents a window into both the organizational and the
Finally, the last performance of the first the amount of information we absorb from each school were present to hear social aspects to Student Council. Hopefully
round took to the stage. Senior Moushumi and how to learn and grow from mistakes. them, since they were the only students next year’s fall and winter trips to TCNJ will
Chitre and Jeremy Ting performed a cover
Mike Smith’s instructive antics were who could vote in the state elections. be as fun and rewarding as the ones we had
of “Please Don’t Go” by Mike Posner, with followed by the elections for the 2011-2012
While the speeches were going on, the this year. Who knows what other valuable
senior Moushumi delivering the melodic state officers. Though no one from J.P. ran rest of the Student Council Executive Board and fascinating information we’ll pick up?

JPS Student Council Goes to Visit TCNJ
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Key Club Dishes Out Cheer at Holiday Dinner
By SUHASINI NEELAM, sophomore

SINCE ITS ESTABLISHMENT, the J.P.
Stevens Key Club has embodied charitable
concern and community service. And
naturally, with the season of giving well
underway, Key Club actively sought to play
its part. Continuing in the same vein as this
year’s past successes such as the Holiday
Tournament and Volleyball Dance, the Key
Club hosted its latest charity event, which
was also one of the highlights of the Key
Club year: the Key Club Holiday Dinner.
The annual dinner is held in support of
the local Children’s Specialized Hospital
in New Brunswick. In the spirit of the
generosity that defines Key Club, attendees
did not have to pay an entrance fee and
were asked instead to donate seasonal gifts
for a gift basket to be presented to the
young patients of the hospital. These gifts
ranged from stuffed animals and LEGO
blocks to crayons and coloring books.
Even such simple gifts can make a child’s
face light up, and each gift helped make a
child’s stay at the hospital more bearable.
Indeed, the holiday spirit and charity of
the dinner’s many attendees filled the air.
The dinner itself started off with a video
presentation about what the Children’s

delays, and life-changing
illnesses. The hospital’s
ultimate goal is to help
these children recover
through the best care
possible. The hospital’s
comprehensive care system
and patience has made
its services incredibly
popular and effective.
After Mr. Andreuzzi, the
Key Club advisor, addressed
the many attendees, the
dinner began. Circular
tables were covered with
colorful tablecloths and a
sumptuous variety of food,
including Italian, Indian,
Chinese, and American
cuisine.
There
were
samosas, pastas, pizza, subs,
pumpkin pie, ice cream,
brownies, and much more.
Seniors Dhaval Mehta, Parth Patel, Khushboo Patel, Richa Patel, and Sunny Patel Local restaurants, including
help serve delicious food to the cheerful attendees of the Key Club Holiday Dinner. Tastee Subs and Pasquale’s,
Specialized Hospital does to improve the pediatric health-care rehabilitation system in
and Key Clubbers donated
lives of disabled children and included the United States, treats over 17,500 children food in the holiday spirit. A string quartet
a few choice words from the hospital’s with special needs related to brain injuries, composed of J.P. Stevens Orchestra
representative. The video revealed that the spinal cord dysfunctions and injuries, members also came to entertain and serenade
Children’s Specialized Hospital, the largest premature births, autism, developmental the diners. With the number of attendees,
gifts collected, and the overall cheerful
atmosphere, the Key Club Holiday Dinner
was a great success for an equally great cause.

Building Bridges To Autistic Children
By KONYA BADSA, freshman
IN THE SPIRIT of giving, B.R.I.D.G.E.S

and Key Clubbers came together on
December 17 to hold the first Christmas
Party for Children with Autism and Learning
Disabilities. Preparation for this memorable
event started many weeks before the actual
event. Students set up a dance floor, held an
Arts and Crafts session, and brought in “Santa
Claus” played by history teacher Mr. Smith.
B.R.I.D.G.E.S members volunteered to bring
in decorations and food for the party as well.
This event would not have existed without
the caring and initiative of freshman Cynthia
Lin. Cynthia is very committed to helping
children with autism and learning disabilities.
Having grown up with an autistic twelveyear-old brother, she has firsthand experience
in caring for and helping autistic kids.
“People hear about autism on Oprah and
such, but honestly, no one really understands
autism until they’ve actually worked with
those affected by it,” Cynthia said. “Some
people can be quite insensitive to children
with autism due to lack of understanding.”

Simply put, autism is a neural development
disorder that is characterized by a lack of
social interaction, repetition of actions, and
an inability to express oneself through words;
its sufferers often resort of communicating
through unusual behaviors such as
screaming, flapping their hands, and jumping.
The Christmas Party also helped
B.R.I.D.G.E.S. and Key Club members in
understanding and helping kids with such
conditions on a personal level. Festive
decorations like Christmas trees strung with
candy canes and ornaments filled the rooms.
Tables were set up with trays of delicious
treats, including gluten-free goodies. (Some
research suggests that a gluten-free diet
may help to alleviate symptoms of autism.)
Families began arriving around 4 P.M.,
with children ranging from two years of
age to eighth grade. Excited children met
with Santa, colored pictures, and enjoyed
a meal among helpful and interested
students who were constantly interacting
with the kids. Posing as “Santa’s elves,”
students talked with the children about
presents, food, and holiday plans. Later,

the children went to the dance room,
where they sang Christmas carols, danced
with the elves, and played musical chairs.
After an enjoyable two hours, the families
gradually left, giving Santa and his elves final
hugs and memorable photos for the event.
The students stayed to clean up and excitedly
discuss their experiences interacting with
the children. As freshman Nupur Turakhia
and many others exclaimed, “[The kids]
were so cute!” For some, it was unnerving
to realize that such sweet children would
have a disability to contend with in life.
Freshman Harini Mekala stated, “Though
observing their disorders saddened me, I
felt glad that were doing our part to help.”
At the end of the event, Mr. Smith
exclaimed, “Not only seeing these children,
but also watching all walks of life, all religions,
all races, and all levels of students come
together and interact with them...was the most
emotional day I have ever had at J.P. Stevens.”
B.R.I.D.G.E.S will seek to continue to
encourage these children to expand
their horizons, just as it seeks to push
the boundaries of its own members.

JPSMUN CONT.
The conference itself was so difficult, but that
just made the end result that much sweeter.”
Sixteen veteran JPSMUN delegates are
starting their vigorous preparation for
HMUN to maintain the JPSMUN legacy.
Sophomore Smit Acharya shared, “I’ve
been researching my topic as much as I
can. I need to be as prepared as possible
because I know the other delegates are
really smart, and they know what they’re
doing. We’re going to have to work really
hard to win again like we did last year.”
Victory or no victory, one thing is for sure:
JPSMUN has changed the hearts and minds
of those who participate in it. “J.P. Stevens
Model UN delegates are the image of success,
hard work, unity, friendship and dedication;
MUN teaches lessons way beyond those of
a run-of-the-mill extracurricular activity,”
said senior and Vice President Ram Patel.
“JPSMUN has expanded my mind.”
With
an
attitude
like
that,
there’s no way JPSMUN can lose.

FCCLA “Makes a Wave”
By RYAN SZEMPLE, junior

ON NOVEMBER 22, fifty-one Family
Career and Community Leaders of America
(FCCLA) members attended the annual NJ
FCCLA Fall Leadership Connection at Pines
Manor. The conference theme was AntiBullying, a cause that inspired many FCCLA
members. The George-Street Playhouse
put on an amazing performance called
IRL (In Real Life), which demonstrated
the many consequences of cyberbullying.
The scenarios that it presented were
easily relatable, and students were able
to come away from the experience with
a deeper conviction to fight bullying.
After the performance, members
participated in multiple workshops that
enforced the main focus of FCCLA:
promoting youth leadership and community
service. Senior Brian Garsh, the 20102011 New Jersey FCCLA State President,
presented a workshop to all of the NJ chapter
presidents to support their leadership efforts
this year. The New Jersey Vice President of
Community Service, senior Casey Dougan,
led a workshop designed to motivate chapter
and state community service initiatives

and to foster new ideas for service. Senior
Danny Brooks, the FCCLA National First
Vice President, taught members the value of
setting goals, stepping up to leadership, and
being an effective leader during his roundtable
discussions. In addition, representatives from
many colleges were in attendance to inform
FCCLA members about available educational
programs for the future. These informative
workshops educated participants on the
various opportunities that FCCLA provides.
Seniors Amanda Cukier, Jeremy Kashan,
Renee LexSaux, juniors Jennifer Roman,
Ryan Szemple, Matt Swulinski, David Shah,
Rhea Manglapus, Jessica Li, sophmores
Sachee Mehta, Maxine LeSaux, Anindya
Mehta, Rachel Cheng, Neha Bhende,
Priyanka Patel, Natalie Swatowski, and
freshmen Elina Milshtein and Xanadu Lee
won awards in their events. Overall, JPS
students brought back four gold medals and
two silver medals, with three teams coming
in first place, two in second place, and one
in third place. Ultimately, everyone had an
enjoyable and enlightening conference.
Currently, the FCCLA is preparing
its projects for the State Conference in
March in hopes of winning more awards.
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Tracking the Winter Track Team’s Success
By ALEX KIM, junior
1. Do you prefer running in:
A. Heat
B. Cold
C. Doesn’t matter
2. Do you run during the weekends?
A. Yes
B. No
C. Sometimes
3. How many times during the week do
you run (even if it’s a little jog)?
A. 5 days
B. 6 days
C. 7 days
4. What do you think this sport is more
like?
A. Individualistic
B. Team effort
5. Which do you usually wear when you
run (this season)?
A. Underarmor
B. Other brands
6. How would you define “success” in
this sport?

A. Running high-scoring times
B. Perseverance, running until the end
C. Self-improvement
7. Why are you doing Winter Track?
(you can be honest)
A. For fun
B. To stay fit for some other sport during
the spring
C. To get better at running
D. College Applications
E. No idea
8. What do you like to drink during
practice?
A. Water
B. Gatorade
C. Other
9. Do you plan on running Winter Track
next year?
A. Yes / Maybe
B. No / I don’t know
10. What kind of runner are you?
A. Beginner
B. Middle-class runner
C. Somewhat advanced
D. Highly experienced / advanced

Diving Into a Girls Varsity Basketball Shooting Stars
New Season
By RANGASRI RAMJI, sophomore

By JENNIFER CHEN, junior
team is a relatively
new team, a wonderful addition to all
our talented sports team. The team
is currently training for the GMCs.
We caught up with Coach Rosenburg:
THE JPS SWIM

Q: What are your plans for the season?
A: Our plan for the season is to compete
in the GMC Championship swim
meet. We hope to swim personal bests
and place well against other teams.

‘TWAS TWO NIGHTS before Christmas,
the first home game of the Girls Varsity
Basketball season. Perth Amboy put up
a fight, but the Lady Hawks prevailed in
the intense match-up. Starters were Jessica
Goldbach (senior captain forward), Shannon
LaFrano (senior point guard), Jasmine Yan
(junior guard), Bridget Vale (junior forward),
and Kaycee DeVoogd (sophomore forward).

Q: What is the mentality of your team?
A: This team is all about having fun.

With this wonderful start to the season,
the girls keep up their good work both on
and off the court. “Everyone on the team has
her own talent, whether it is the Vale sisters’
toughness, Ashley Palmieri’s drives to the
basket, Shannon LaFrano’s ball-handling, or
Kaycee DeVoogd’s spin moves,” said Jasmine
Yan. “All these talents combine to make a
great team that I’m proud to be part of.”
Not only do the girls display great
physical skill, but the mindset the girls have
approaching their tough division is also
impressive. “After a rough game, our team
attacks the next game. We work even harder
to dive for that loose ball, to box out, and to

leave it all on the floor,” said senior Sam Vale.
Leading the girls is Captain Jessica
Goldbach, two-time all Red Division and
two-time All County Division. She also
earned the title of “All Tournament Player”
for the Bordentown Holiday Tournament
during the recent winter break. Close to
earning her 1000th point but battling a recent
injury, Jessica is a well-rounded player who
leads the team in scoring, rebounds, and
blocks. As shown by their great first home
game, Jessica and the rest of the Lady
Hawks will continue to train, to work hard
and, as Coach McCarthy put it, to“treat
every game like it’s the last you’ll ever play.”

Q: How long have you been coaching?
A: This is my first year coaching a high
school swim team. From 2004-2008
I coached the Bradley Beach Junior
Lifeguard team. Before that, I was a
swim lesson instructor for several years.
Q: What’s your swimming experience?
A: From ages 9-18, I swam for the Fanwood
Scotch Plains YMCA. I also swam for
Mount Saint Mary Academy during all four
years of high school, and was the captain
my senior year. I have been an ocean
lifeguard in Bradley Beach for seven years.
Q: What are you excited about this year?
A: As a team, we are excited about having
a “pasta party” in order to build unity and
friendship. Because we only have a few
meetings and attend only one swim meet,
we are excited to have the opportunity
to get to know each other before GMCs.
Q: How does this year’s team
compare
with
last
year’s?
A: Many of last year’s swimmers have
returned and we have gained additional
swimmers who are excited about GMCs.

JPSnapshots

Junior
Jasmine
Yan
sprints
down
the
court,
hoping
to
seize a victory for the Hawks.
The game was close in the beginning, with
a tight first quarter. However, the Lady Hawks
outscored and outworked Perth Amboy 12
points to 2 in the second quarter, creating
an eleven point lead at halftime. Tensions
increased after halftime when Perth Amboy
began a full-court press, which was initially
successful. However, Coach James McCarthy
soon called a time-out and implemented
an effective press break strategy. J.P.’s lead
seemed in danger when Jessica Goldbach
and Sam Vale fouled out, but with a great
effort from the bench, the Lady Hawks
emerged victorious. The final score was 4433, with leading scorers Bridget Vale (14
points) and Shannon LaFrano (8 points).

JPSnapshots

JPSnapshots

JPSnapshots
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Boys Basketball Streak Highlights Juniors
By NISHAAD RUPAREL, junior
BACK AGAIN for their sophomore effort
since the integration of the new coaching
staff, the revamped J.P. Stevens Boys
Basketball team took the court bearing an
uncanny similarity to last year’s Hawks.
They returned with new motivation and a
seemingly more developed supply of talent.
The Hawks initially made it clear that their
focus was to take steps out of the Greater
Middlesex Conference cellar, and although
they endured a few trials along the way, they
are still working hard to reach their goal.
After a campaign that featured only one
win last season, the Hawks doubled their
efforts over the offseason. After summer
workouts and shoot-arounds, the Hawks put
their skills to the test in summer-ball and

pre-season leagues. Their hard work seemed
to show immediate results as they enjoyed a
string of victories leading up to the regular
season. Unfortunately, the momentum
did not carry into the season and the team
dropped their first six games. Second year
Head Coach Jones kept the Hawks motivated
and emphasized fundamental basketball
through the losing streak. By keeping the
players’ heads high and reminding them of
their goals, he was able to rally the Hawks
to a huge victory over a (3-4) WardlawHartridge. The team, which has failed to put
up big numbers all season, scored 54 points
and trumped their opponents in a double
overtime thriller. Junior Marvin Crawford
dropped 21 points, including a buzzer beater
to send the game into a second overtime and
Senior Peter Prontnicki added eighteen to lift

the Hawks over the cross-town rival. To add
to the glory, three days later, junior Brandon
Ahmed iced two late game free throws to
post the team’s first winning streak.
The Hawks have proved their versatility
and continue to show glimmers of true
potential, all while playing with great character
and proudly representing our school. They
have persevered through difficult in‑game
situations, tough-to-handle losses, and
emerged a stronger team. Although the
squad’s current 2-12 record (as of January
24) is less than favorable, the future looks
promising. The core of the team, this time
more experienced, will be back for the next
season. Hopefully, with the lessons learned
from this year combined with the team’s
passion, the Hawks will be ready to contend
for a run in the GMC tournament.

The Spucktacular JPS Hockey Team
By WALI SABUHI, columnist
MANY J.P. STEVENS sports have roots
extending back to the 1960s. However, the
hockey program stands differently in the
spectrum of Hawks Athletics. Only four
years ago, hockey was just being introduced
in our school, and since then, it has developed
into a winning team. The team is led by head
coach Mr. Peach, a history teacher at J.P.,
assistant coach Anthony Criscitello, captains
Kevin Geiger and David Laub, and assistant
captains Alex Moskal and Luke Kraft.
Despite relying on outside facilities for
practices and games, the squad is always
busy, with two practices and two to three

games weekly. Like the other sport
teams, the hockey program has had
to adjust to the extensive budget cuts.
Goalie David Laub, when asked about
potential improvements to the hockey
program, replied, “More on-ice practice
time [would be great] so we can get
better.” Several members practice
outside of school as well, since the
travel team season transitions smoothly
into the high school hockey schedule.
Travel teams provide opportunities for
the players to improve their skills and
keep in shape for the regular season. Senior
Captain
David
Now a senior and a leader for the Laub inspires with his fiery
team, David strives toward building passion and trademark hair.

close
ties
between the
members of
the squad:
“I
think
the greatest
challenge
is bringing
ever ybody
together like
a close-knit
family. It is
an important
aspect when
it
comes
to putting

2010-2011 Boys
Basketball Seniors
Andy Chou, Forward
Mike Le, Guard
Michael Reuben, Guard
*Peter Prontnicki, Forward
Rojing Rajkarnikar, Guard
Sid Sharma, Forward
*Victor Quan, Forward
* = denotes captain
together a great team.” He himself has
four years full of experiences, the best of
which was one of his first hockey games:
the team’s first playoff win two years ago
in overtime. For David, there is also much
to appreciate. “The part I enjoy most
about this program is having made these
friendships; I don’t know where I would be
without being on this team for four years.”
Despite its youth, the J.P. hockey program
has grown over these four years into an
impressive force. There is significant hope
for the future as the program is expected
to grow even more in the next few yeras.
Armed with skates and hockey sticks, the
hockey team has proven to be “spucktacular.”
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